On the basis of the idea that gravity defines a universal UV-completion and using a form of UV/IR correspondence we revisit some Swampland conjectures, in particular de Sitter and infinite distance conjectures, from the point of view of renormalization group energy flow. The rol and limitations of non perturbative instanton effects to define a metastable cosmological constant are briefly discussed in this context.
I. INTRODUCTION
The goal of this brief note is to stress the view that quantum gravity should be thought as a universal UV completion. This point of view was put forward in [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] and is based on the idea of self completion of gravity through the dynamics of classicalization. We will show that this point of view sheds some unifying light on some Swampland conjectures [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] (for a complete list of references see [15] ). These conjectures intend to identify what constraints, a consistent coupling to gravity, imposes on the low energy physics. In this note we shall suggest that for any well defined quantum field theory gravity itself defines its UV completion i.e. it determines its infinite energy limit.
II. AN HEURISTIC ARGUMENT ABOUT UV COMPLETION AND STRING THEORY
Let us work in weakly coupled string theory with fixed g 2 s smaller than one. Now consider string states lying in a Regge trajectory with masses given, in the limit of high level n, by
for L s the string length. The gravitational size of one of these states is given by
where we use
Let us now introduce an effective coupling α by
which is the analog of t'Hooft coupling in Yang Mills but now using the level n instead of the number of colors.
The states in the Regge trajectory with α ≤ 1 correspond to string states of typical size L s . However for n such that α > 1 we have black holes.
Let us first consider the string states with √ ng 2 s ≤ 1. All these states have an entropy that in the limit of large n saturates Bekenstein bound [16] 
Indeed the string state at level n has an entropy S str (n) defined by the log of the number of partitions of n that, in the large n limit goes qualitatively as √ n, as a consequence of Hardy Ramanujan formula. Thus, if we define n s as
then all states with n ≤ n s and n large saturate the Bekenstein bound although they are not black holes.
When we reach n = n s or equivalently α = 1 the string state becomes a black hole (this is the well known string black hole correspondence point [18] ) and the Bekenstein entropy becomes equal to the Bekenstein Hawking entropy
When we enter into the black hole regime α > 1 what we encounter is that the combinatorial string entropy S str (n) that goes like √ n is smaller than the Bekenstein Hawking entropy
This means that in the strong coupling regime defined by α > 1 the string degrees of freedom are, at least superficially, unable to account for the black hole entropy.
In other words, the high energy regime α > 1 is described by pure gravity that in this sense UV completes the weakly coupled string theory. In essence what this means is that for energies larger than Ms g 2 s i.e. for α > 1 the string theory needs to be unitarized by purely gravitational degrees of freedom.
The simplest way to avoid the former conclusion and to maintain, from this point of view, string theory as UV complete requires to introduce a running string coupling such that at arbitrary high energies g 2 s (E) flows into the fixed point condition α = 1. This condition implies
with n(E) = EL s . Let us now translate this relation in terms of the dilaton potential V (φ). In order to do it we define
This number is simply the Gibbons Hawking entropy for a cosmological constant Λ(φ) =
Identifying N (φ) = n(E) and using the fixed point condition (9) we get
That using now the dilaton representation g s = e
that leads to the so called de Sitter conjecture [11] |V ′ | ∼ V . The identification N (φ) = n(E) associates with the energy level n(E) the formal cosmological constant Λ(φ) whose Gibbons Hawking entropy is the same as the string entropy of the corresponding Regge state at level n(E). This black hole-cosmological constant correspondence is a UV/IR correspondence that associates with the UV high energy black hole in the Regge trajectory an IR cosmological constant with Hubble radius given by the corresponding black hole radius. Hence in this simple approach the constraint on the dilaton potential |V ′ | ∼ V appears as the IR version of the UV self unitarization of string theory at high energies. In the next paragraph we shall consider other Swampland conjectures.
III. SOME COMMENTS ON SWAMPLAND CONJECTURES
If we decide that a quantum field theory is consistent only if the deep UV is controlled by pure gravity we get a new view on some Swampland conjectures.
A. Weak gravity conjecture
Let us consider first the weak gravity conjecture introduced in [8] . Our argument will be a slightly modified version of the one in [8] . The existence of a force weaker than gravity implies the existence of an energy scale M W larger than M P . This scale is defined by the distance at which the weakest force becomes strongly coupled and is given by MP e for e the coupling defining the weakest force. Associated with this energy scale we can define
LP e (we are using the convention = 1). Note that M (W ) can be interpreted as the mass of an extremal black hole.
In [8] it was assumed that this extremal black hole, in absence of SUSY, should have channels of decay not determined by Hawking evaporation. This assumption forces the existence of an elementary charged particle satisfying m ≤ eM P . We will instead address the problem from the point of view of gravity self completion. Self completion implies the existence of an elementary charged particle defining the gravitational constituency of the black hole of mass M W . This sets the mass of this particle to satisfy mN (W ) ≤ M (W ) which is the relation in [8] . The potential decay assumed in [8] has the natural interpretation of quantum depletion introduced in [3] .
B. Distance conjecture
Let us now consider the infinite distance conjecture [9] . Our approach will consist in defining the distance using renormalization group flow in energy. Using the relations of the former paragraph we define for any energy scale E
Let us now define a distance between energy scales as
Using these definitions we observe that infinite energy is at infinite distance, namely N (∞) = ∞. Using the black hole-cosmological constant correspondence we can associate with this distance in energy a distance in field space. Namely from N (E) = e 2φ we get
. Let us now define the mass scale m(E) by the relation m(E)N (E) = E that yields in terms of the dilation field
Now we can compare the former expression with the distance conjecture relation [13] 
with M 2 P Λ = V . This leads to α = 1/2. In the infinite energy limit, if the theory is UV completed by gravity, we get N (∞) = ∞ and the corresponding tower of massless states.
C. de Sitter conjecture and non perturbative KKLT effects
Finally let us consider the de Sitter conjecture [9] . The former argument implies that any classical background geometry defining a vacuum should solve the fixed point condition
for some energy E c . Using the representation in terms of φ this relation becomes
The existence of a classical cosmological constant requires that this fixed point happens for some finite E c . If this is the case we can have two options for this fixed point. Either N (E c ) = ∞ meaning that this classical background is at infinite distance or N (E c ) is finite.
Let us consider now both cases separately. In the second case i.e. when the fixed point is at finite distance the fixed point represents a full fledged quantum state with finite N that will departure from classicality in a finite quantum breaking time. This has been discussed in [6, 19] and represents the quantum breaking time de Sitter conjecture. This last comment is important to identify the limits of some attempts to find a classical background with a positive cosmological constant. In this case the potential V (φ) should be modified adding some non perturbative effects. If these are of instanton type, as it is the case in KKLT like models [22] , their four dimensional contribution O(e − 1 gs ) will be suppressed as e − √ N . In other words, a classical de Sitter space time with V ′ = 0, V finite but N = ∞ cannot be obtained using standard instanton non perturbative effects if the effective gravity cutoff scale is of order L s or smaller. In other words, we can conjecture that non perturbative instanton effects contributing to the stability of a classical background are suppressed as
with N ∼ e d for d the distance, in the former renormalization group sense, at which the classical background is located. If this distance is finite the corresponding background has intrinsic quantum instabilities i.e. quantum breaking and if it is at infinite distance needs some non perturbative effects not suppressed in the N = ∞ limit. In summary, we conclude that most of the Swampland conjectures can be understood using two basic assumptions. First that the UV completion of any consistent quantum field theory is defined by quantum gravity and secondly that gravity itself is self complete. As an output we have observed that classical de Sitter backgrounds at infinite distance cannot be stabilized by standard instanton effects and that those at finite distance are quantum mechanically unstable through quantum breaking. It seems that Nature pushes us into asymptotic flatness.
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2 For some phenomenological consequences of quantum breaking see [20] . 3 This suppression of instanton effects is very similar to the one in Yang Mills with large number of colors. In reality if we consider instantons with fractional topological charge [23] the relevant suppression factor will go as
for Nc the number of colors. This opens the possibility of non perturbative contributions even at infinite distance if we work in the limit Nc ∼ √ N .
